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Abstract:
The paper proposes to present an approach that estimate the cost of a ship (merchant or warship) according to
the actual international practices in this domain. There are presented basis of detailed estimates costs such as
structural costs (structural material, structural labour), outfit costs (outfit material merchant ships, outfit
material warships, outfit labour costs), machinery costs (machinery material costs - merchant ships,
machinery material costs – warships, machinery labor costs).
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1.Introduction
The cost of a ship is the sum needed to pay for all the materials and labor involved
in its construction plus the overhead costs incurred. Costs can be divided into two
categories - estimated and actual. The estimated cost is that calculated when the shipyard is
tendering; the actual cost is that ascertained to have been incurred at the end of the
contract. The price is the sum of money which the shipyard quotes to, and eventually
receives, from his customer.
The figures in a detailed estimate will come from quotations for materials and
detailed work assessment for labor costs, while those in an approximate estimate are
generally derived by the use of costs per ton or man-hours per ton from records of recent
construction or from figures used in a recent detailed estimate for a similar ship.
Cost estimates for merchant ships are generally made in the first instance on the
basis of a single ship against which all the first costs are charged. If more than one ship is
to be tendered, a second estimate for a repeat ship, excluding first costs is then made.
Warship builders follow a more logical practice by separating first of class (F.O.C.)
costs completely from production costs - a practice merchant shipbuilders could adopt with
advantage, even though F.O.C. costs are very much smaller proportionally for merchant
ships than they are for warships [1].
F.O.C. costs include design and drawing office costs, mod loft or equivalent costs,
tank test and similar costs. Depending on the overhead structure of the firm, they may also
include buying department and similar non repeating costs.

2.Material costs, labor costs, overhead costs

As well as the obvious items of steel, outfit and machinery, the materials cost
includes the cost of work carried out by subcontractors working on the ship. Electrical and
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plumbing work are the two main activities for which some yards have their own
departments while others use subcontractors.
Labor costs by definition include the cost of the time charged to the ship contract by
the labor force, including contract labor, employed by the shipyard. This includes all the
tradesmen, but shipyards differ in their treatment of the cost of foremen and managers. In
many cases it difficult to record this, so many shipbuilders let them charge to an overhead
number.
Overhead costs include a wide variety of costs incurred in the operation of the
shipyard which are not directly chargeable to particular ship contracts. They include such
items as interest on bank loans, rates and taxes, insurance, electricity, telephone and
postage, salary costs of managers and office staff, etc. It is usual for one standard overhead
rate to be applied to all labor costs. An estimate sheet with eight “vertical” sections that
can be used for either merchant ship or warship cost estimates is given in Fig. 1 [2]. It will
be noted that this estimate sheet uses the unit production cost concept and makes provision
for different overheads rates being used for each cost section. Definitions of the items in
the warship sections are given in Table 1 [1].

Fig. 1. Cost estimate summary sheet for both merchant ships and warships

ations.
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Table 1 Warship weight and cost groups

3. Structural costs
3.1 Structural material
Methods of calculating the net structural weight have been used according to
Watson-Practical ship design [2]. The cost of welding rods and gases is normally added to
the structural material cost as a percentage of this based on an analysis of completed ships.
3.2 Structural labor
The structural labor cost is the product of the man-hours required multiplied by the
labor cost per man-hour.
If sufficient structural drawings are available the estimate can be made by detailed
work assessment, which may be broken down into shop man-hours; berth man-hours and
afloat man-hours. When only a total steel weight is available, the estimate must be made
by the use of a plot of man-hours derived from completed ships against the total steel
weight as shown in Fig. 2 or of man-hours per ton as shown in Fig. 3. Both plots have
advantages but that of man-hours per ton is the more usual [1].
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Fig. 2 Steelwork man-hours versus steel
weight

Fig. 3 Man-hours per ton versus steel weight.

A disadvantage of both these plots is the fact that they fail to distinguish between
two ships of the same steel weight, one of which is smaller but heavily constructed and the
other larger but with lighter scantlings. Fig. 4 fails to show a proper allowance for the steel
weight and a plot of man hours per ton may be better against this base. An approach about
the problems posed by these alternatives offer a plot of man-hours against the total area of
plate used as shown in Fig. 5 [1]. Remarkably, this was found to give a straight line
relationship irrespective of ship type, suggesting that area rather than weight was the best
criterion for labor man-hours.

Fig. 4 Steelwork man-hours versus ship size.

Fig. 5 Steelwork man-hours versus total plate
area.

3.Outfit costs
The following groupings for weight estimation seem to meet this criterion
reasonably [1]:
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Group 2. Structure related (steel weight): structural castings or fabrications (rudder
and stern frame), small castings (bollards, fairleads etc.), steel hatch covers, W.T. (water
tight) doors;
Group 3. Cargo related (cargo capacity or ship size): cargo space insulation and
refrigeration machinery, cargo ventilation, firefighting, paint, 3(a) -plumber work;
Group 4. Accommodation related: joiner work, upholstery, deck coverings,
sidelights and windows, galley gear, lifts, HVAC-(Heating, Ventilating, and Air
Conditioning), LSA- (Life-saving appliances and arrangements), nautical instruments,
stores and sundries, 4(a)- electrical work;
Group 5. Deck machinery related (by units or by ship type x size): steering gear,
bow and stem thrusters, stabilizers, anchoring and mooring M/C- (Machine (mechanical
engineering), anchors, cables and mooring ropes, cargo winches, derricks and rigging,
cranes.
Outfit labor costs can be calculated in two ways, both of which require an
assessment of the man-hours and the multiplication of this by an average wage rate per
man-hour. The most accurate method is based on detailed work assessment for each of the
trades, work areas or systems involved.
When making a calculation by this method it is vitally important to check that the
demarcation between work carried out by the shipyard and that subcontracted is to be the
same on the ship for which the estimate is being made as it was on the ship used as the
basis;

4.Machinery costs
Machinery material costs are obtained mainly from subcontractor’s quotations but
partly by costing items either on unit, unit power or unit weight basis. Where greater
accuracy is required more subcontractor’s prices should be used, but where speed is
essential the cost per ton basis is necessarily used for most items.
For merchant ships a split into three groups seems to provide a way of bringing
together items whose costs per unit weight are fairly similar and which can be related to an
easily assessed parameter.
The groups, according to [1], are:
Group 6. Propulsion: main engine(s), gearbox, shafting, propeller( s), main engine
controls;
Group 7. Auxiliary machinery: generators and switchboard, pumps, compressors,
etc.
Group 8. Structure related: funnel and uptakes, ladders and gratings, pipe work and
ventilation trunking within engine room.
Machinery labor costs are estimated as the product of the man-hours required and
the average wage rate applicable. The man-hours can be obtained either by a detailed work
assessment - the most accurate way but a lengthy process - or for approximate estimates by
proportioning from available data on the man-hours and total machinery power (P) of a
suitable reference ship using this in the ratio (P) to the power 0.82, commonly used [1].

5.Approximate structural cost
The use of a total cost per ton method for structural costs is made difficult by the
large differences that exist in the labor man-hours required for structural work of different
types and sizes of ships. At one extreme a small fine lined specialist ship constructed of
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light plating may require something of the order of 130 man-hours per gross ton while at
the other extreme a large full lined tanker constructed of heavy plating may be constructed
at about 25 man-hours per gross ton. The costs per ton quoted are based on net steel
weights but the basic material costs allow for the gross steel ordered and it was noted that
the scrap percentages which the different yards regard as normal also differed quite widely.

Fig. 9. Approximate costs for structural steelwork per ton.
Costs are on a 1993 basis and include materials, labor and overheads.
Finally, an additional sum was added to the steel material cost to allow for the cost of
electrodes and miscellaneous steelworkers stores.
The resulting costs in US dollars per ton of net steel are shown in Fig. 9 [2].

6.Outfit costs
While the costs per ton of different items of outfit were found, as expected, to differ quite
widely, the costs per ton of the total outfit were found to be much closer even though the
ships were of quite different types and sizes (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10. Approx. costs of outfit per ton. Costs are on a 1993
basis include materials, labor and overheads.
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After some experiments it was found that a closer convergence of the data could be
obtained if the cost per ton was calculated for a "normalized" outfit which excluded any
items which would have a major influence on the average cost per ton either because it had
a very high or a very low cost per unit weight -combined in the latter case with a
sufficiently large weight to make its influence felt.

Fig. 11. Approximate costs of machinery per ton. Costs are on a 1993 basis and includee ude materials,
labor and overheads.

7.Machinery costs
Fig.11 shows a graph of the cost per ton of machinery against the total machinery
weight. The trend towards reduced specific cost as the weight increases with a flattening
out to a figure of just under $10000 per ton at machinery weights in excess of 1500 tons
may be noted [1].

8. Conclusion
The current cost estimating methods are mostly weight based models. Weight is the most
commonly used parameter and has been shown in the past to provide good estimates.
Nevertheless the weight based model does not reflect or incorporate the effects of
productivity changes or the process by which the vessel is built. An example is increasing
the “shape” of a hull form by reducing the amount of parallel midbody. The change in
actual steel structure weight may be insignificant in terms of the cost estimating
relationships, resulting in no change in estimated cost.
It needs that industry to evolve its ship cost estimating capabilities in order to
incorporate non weight based parameters into their forecasts
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